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Requirements for mobile handsets are 
constantly increasing: the handset should be 
small in size, new services require higher 
data rates, the battery is supposed to last 
several days, and the handset should 
desirably operate anywhere in the world. 
Besides all these, the handset should have a 
good robustness against environmental 
changes caused for instance by the user's 
hand. How can all of these requirements be 
met? What are the challenges for antenna 
designers? This thesis contributes to 
answering these questions. 
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Abstract 
The number of antennas in small handsets has been increasing, while the volume reserved 

for the antennas has remained the same or even reduced. Consequently, antennas become 
easily inefficient, thereby lowering the data rate and coverage. An additional challenge is that 
the antenna should be insensitive to the way the handset is held by the user. The results of this 
doctoral thesis can be used to develop small-sized, multiband and efficient handset antennas 
with good robustness against environmental changes caused for instance by the user's hand. 
 
The first part of the thesis introduces novel handset antennas that have state-of-the-art 
performance in terms of antenna volume, impedance bandwidth and efficiency. A design 
strategy for 4th generation (4G) handset antennas and a new method to analyze the suitability 
of an antenna geometry for frequency tuning are introduced. Furthermore, a novel tunable 
handset antenna with Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) capability is presented. The 
total efficiency of the proposed tunable MIMO antenna is shown to be better than 49% across 
the frequencies of 698–960 MHz and better than 56% across the frequencies of 1430–2690 
MHz when MicroElectroMechanical System (MEMS)-based digitally tunable capacitors are 
used. Finally, an effective method to achieve up to 100 dB port-to-port isolation is proposed. 
 
Different user-related challenges of handset antennas are discussed in the second part of this 
thesis. It is shown that a part of the hand losses can be avoided with a clever antenna design. 
This part also discusses the benefits and drawbacks of using either compact or large-sized 
antennas. A small-sized antenna can be more tolerant to user-originated losses than a large-
sized antenna when an effective frequency tuning method is used. Furthermore, design 
aspects for gaining a good multi-antenna performance with the user are discussed. 
 
Novel methods to reduce the electromagnetic exposure and the interaction between a user and 
a mobile handset antenna are discussed in the third part. The thesis gives the first analysis of 
feasibility of balanced antennas for handsets. Moreover, a novel shielding method to decrease 
the specific absorption rate (SAR) in the head by 81% and to improve the total efficiency by 5  
dB is introduced. In the end of the thesis, a method is proposed to weaken the near-fields of 
handset antenna: wavetraps can be used to reduce, for example, electric field by up to 75%, 
resulting in improved hearing-aid compatibility (HAC) and SAR. 
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   Matkapuhelinantennien suunnittelussa suurimmat haasteet liittyvät antennien fyysiseen 

kokoon ja käyttäjän vaikutukseen. Antennien lukumäärä matkapuhelimissa on lisääntynyt 
antenneille varatun tilavuuden pysyessä ennallaan tai jopa pienentyessä. Tämän seurauksena 
muun muassa antennien hyötysuhteet, saavutettavissa olevat tiedonsiirtonopeudet, sekä 
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1. Introduction

1.1 Background

In the early 2000s, the main trends in mobile handset antenna develop-

ment were miniaturization of the internal antenna structure and imple-

mentation of multi-frequency functionality. At about the same time, the

standardized safety limits on the radio frequency exposure (SAR, specific

absorption rate) were introduced [1]. It was also observed that in order

to have robust antenna performance, the effect of the user cannot be ne-

glected [2]. Despite this fact antennas were and still often are designed

for free space, neglecting the effect of the user. Currently, devices tend to

become larger mainly due to changes in ways of using mobile handsets;

Internet browsing, near field communication (NFC), and positioning ser-

vices are gaining popularity. Consequently, there is a need to increase the

number of radios and antennas in handsets (see Figure 1.1) [3].

The number of antennas in small mobile devices has been continuously

increasing along with the frequency band allocated for cellular use, while

the volume reserved for the antennas has remained the same or even

reduced. As a consequence, antennas easily become inefficient, thereby
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Figure 1.1. Evolution of cellular RF bands [4,5].
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Figure 1.2. Distribution of absorption losses in hand and electric field flux at 900 MHz.

significantly lowering the achievable data rate and coverage. One pos-

sible solution to this challenge is to use small, frequency reconfigurable

antennas to instantaneously cover only a part of the used band(s) [II],

[6–10]. The feasibility of this approach has significantly increased due

to recent developments in Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor

(CMOS) and MicroElectroMechanical Systems (MEMS) technologies [11].

In addition to the increased number of antennas and mutual coupling is-

sues, different ways of holding a handset and different hand grips have

to be taken into account in order to ensure efficient antenna operation.

Thus, there are plenty of new challenges and increased demands set for

handset antennas.

The most demanding task in handset antenna design is to create small

enough and realizable antennas which operate at multiple systems, have

sufficient operational bandwidth, high radiation efficiency, and still can

fulfill the requirements such as SAR and hearing-aid compatibility (HAC).

Additionally, the antennas should perform well in the vicinity of the user

(see Figure 1.2). Unfortunately, an antenna designer must make trade-

offs between different antenna properties, as improving one property will

deteriorate others [IV], [12,13]. Hence, it is difficult to develop an antenna

element that will work well in all environments and devices.

1.2 Objective of the work

The general objective of this thesis is to investigate and develop environ-

ment insensitive handset antennas which are tolerant to environmental
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changes caused for instance by the user’s body. Design principles and cer-

tain antenna implementations are given to achieve the objective. Another

goal is to reduce the power absorbed by the user, meaning that the elec-

tromagnetic radiation emitted by the handset is directed away from the

user and towards the targeted application. The thesis introduces novel

techniques and design rules that can be used when designing antennas

for future handsets. Fundamental properties of antennas have not been

discussed in detail in this thesis and can be found, for example in [14–17].

1.3 Contents and organization of the thesis

This thesis consists of a summary and eight publications [I-VIII]. This

summary is organized as follows. Chapter 2 focuses on the development of

single- and multi-element antenna solutions for future mobile devices. In

addition, design principles are introduced [I,II,III]. In Chapter 3, different

challenges of handset antennas in the vicinity of the user are discussed

[I,II,IV]. Furthermore, different methods to reduce the electromagnetic

interaction between the user and a handset antenna are studied in Chap-

ter 4 [II,V,VI,VII,VIII].

1.4 Scientific merits

This thesis presents a number of novel scientific results that can be used

to develop multiband and environment insensitive handset antennas. The

presented antenna designs have a very good performance in terms of an-

tenna volume, bandwidth and efficiency exhibiting state-of-the-art perfor-

mance in the field of handset antennas. The highlights of the thesis are:

1) A novel design strategy combining a non-resonant and a resonant an-

tenna. The antenna operates with better than 50% efficiency across

the frequencies of 698–2900 MHz and 3250–3600 MHz. This provides

a very simple and easy method to design an LTE-A compliant antenna

structure with a good performance [I].

2) A novel, independently frequency reconfigurable MIMO handset an-

tenna. The antenna operates with an efficiency better than 49% across

the frequencies of 698–960 MHz and better than 56% across the fre-

quencies of 1430–2690 MHz. A new way of analyzing the suitability of

the antenna geometry for frequency tuning is introduced [II].
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3) A novel method to improve the isolation between antenna elements

by using a combination of balanced and unbalanced antennas. The

proposed structure can achieve up to 100 dB port-to-port isolation [III].

4) A systematic study of how small changes in the dimensions and loca-

tions of handset antennas affect the interaction between the antenna

and the user’s hand [IV].

5) A novel method to decrease the effect of the hand and head by using

antenna shielding. The proposed structure can improve the total effi-

ciency with hand and head by 5 dB, and decrease the SAR in the head

by 81% at 900 MHz [V, VI].

6) The first analysis of feasibility of balanced antenna structures in mo-

bile devices. One result of the analysis is that electromagnetic interac-

tion between the antenna and the user can in some cases be decreased

by using a balanced antenna instead of an unbalanced one. However,

the use of balanced antennas is typically limited to higher UHF fre-

quencies, above 2 GHz [VII].
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2. Novel single- and multi-element
handset antennas

Typically, the predetermined location and available volume for antennas

in a mobile device set strict limitations for mobile antenna design [12,18].

Traditionally, the antenna element has been located in the top part of the

device [2,19], and it was typically placed on the chassis [or printed circuit

board (PCB)] without a ground clearance, as can be seen in Figure 2.1.

This kind of design is also called an on-ground antenna, and it works as

a shielding that weakens the E-field at the head side [V]. On the other

hand, it increases the quality factor (Q), thereby decreasing the obtain-

able impedance bandwidth. The increase of the required frequency bands

and consumers’ demand toward ever slimmer devices has led to a typi-

cal solution in which the main antennas are located at the bottom part of

the device in current handsets, as shown in Figure 2.2. A slim handset

antenna covering the required frequency bands has typically a relatively

large ground clearance of 10–15 mm. This design is known as an off-

ground antenna, and it would result in extremely high SAR and HAC val-

ues if the element were placed at the top part of the device [I], [18,20–23].

An additional challenge is the change in performance when the user is

located in close vicinity.

This chapter introduces the novel antenna structures that are developed

in this thesis. Section 2.1 introduces and gives justifications for a non-

chassis or PCB

CCEantenna feed

+ matching

circuit

chassis 2 order wavemode
nd

chassis 1 order wavemode
st

Figure 2.1. Generic capacitive coupling element (CCE) mounted on the chassis, with two
principal current distributions of the lowest order chassis wavemodes.
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Figure 2.2. (a) Internal antenna locations of Nokia Lumia 9301. (b) Operating frequen-
cies of Nokia Lumia 930.

resonant-type antenna. The research methods used in this thesis are in-

troduced in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 discusses the benefits and drawbacks

of broadband handset antennas and introduces a novel hybrid antenna

for multi-standard handsets [I]. Section 2.4 discusses different frequency

tuning technologies and introduces a new way of analyzing the suitability

of the antenna geometry for frequency tuning [II]. In Section 2.5, a novel

method to improve the isolation between antenna elements is shown.

2.1 Background of non-resonant antennas

The PCB or chassis of the handset is used as a radiator and the antenna

element creates the antenna resonance, possibly together with a matching

circuit. Especially at the low-band (698–960 MHz), a significant portion of

the power is radiated by the chassis [24]. The contribution of the chassis

to the total radiation is between 90 and 95% at 900 MHz and between 30

and 70% at 2000 MHz with the studied capacitive coupling element (CCE)

antennas [IV], [25].

The capacitive coupling element (CCE) based antenna structures, origi-

nally introduced in [24,26] (see Figure 2.1), are mostly used in this thesis

to investigate and demonstrate the interaction between the antenna and

the user. The non-self-resonant type CCE antennas are especially suit-

1Image source: http://www.nokia.com/gb-en/phones/phone/lumia930/
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circuit
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Figure 2.3. Circuit blocks of the equivalent circuit model with lossy dielectric loading
(such as the user) [25].

able for this kind of study due to the following reasons: a) the CCE can

be tuned with an external matching circuit to have a resonance at almost

any frequency, b) the impedance bandwidth can be enhanced by using

a matching circuit with multiple resonances, c) a low inherent selectiv-

ity makes the CCE a promising antenna to be used in frequency recon-

figurable systems, d) the geometry of the antenna element can be very

simple, e) the geometry of the antenna element is not dependent on the

operating frequency and thus investigating the user-originated losses is

straightforward, and f ) the contribution of the dielectric loading caused

by the user is fairly evenly distributed over the CCE due to the lack of

fine geometrical details [I], [27–30].

In addition to the above-mentioned features, CCE antennas can be used

to analyze the properties of the chassis wavemodes with the user. This

is because the CCE is inherently non-self-resonant and it can thus be

seen as a ”transparent” transformer between the matching circuit and

the chassis (see Figure 2.3) [25,31].

2.2 Research methods

The results and conclusions presented in this thesis are based on simu-

lations and measurements. The consistency between the simulated and

measured results is excellent, which corresponds well with the previous

research made by other researchers [32–37].

A typical feature of handset antennas is that they have low directivity,

which poses challenges for antenna measurements. For example, a simple

and approximate directivity/gain method is not valid as the antenna does

not have a strong main lobe, and thus one has to measure 3D radiation

pattern in order to determine the far-field properties such as realized gain

or polarization [38]. In addition, it is difficult to position the RF feed cable

in such a way that it does not affect the radiation pattern or the electrical
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.4. Measurement set-up (a) in RAMS including a user, (b) in small anechoic
chamber including a phantom hand, and (c) in absorber box.

length of the chassis [39,40].

In this thesis, the pattern measurements were carried out using two dif-

ferent in-house 3D measurements systems with a capability of measuring

complex fields (see Figure 2.4): a) Rapid Antenna Measurement System

(RAMS) that is capable of measuring the effect of a real user [41,42], and

b) a small anechoic chamber [43, 44]. All impedance measurements are

done with the help of an "absorber box" in order to avoid reflections from

the surroundings [38, 45]. Moreover, several ferrite bead chokes are used

to prevent current flow on the surface of the feed cable. The uncertainty of

the efficiency measurement is about ±0.5 dB, and it is mainly due to the

limited measurement distance (ca. 1–1.4 m), the performance of the RF

absorbers, the finite number of measurement points used, and reflections

in the measurement cables.

The simulations are performed using four different types of commercial

EM and circuit simulators: a) an FDTD-based EM-simulator SEMCAD

X by SPEAG [46], b) a Method of Moments (MoM)-based simulator IE3D

by Mentor Graphics [47], c) a circuit simulator AWR Design Environment

[48], and d) an antenna analysis simulator Optenni Lab [49].

2.3 Broadband handset antenna

Today’s mobile handsets have to cover a wide range of different frequen-

cies, as already shown in Figure 2.2. Beyond these, there are also many

other frequency bands, which the example Nokia Lumia 930 phone does

not use [50]. However, the reason why all available frequency bands are

not included is probably that the manufacturers have to make compro-

mises between the size and radiation properties of the handset and the

frequency bands required by the network operators in a particular geo-
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graphical location. It is very challenging to design a handset antenna

that can cover all required frequency bands while having a very small an-

tenna volume and good radiation properties. Different handset antenna

techniques have been proposed in previous years to achieve this goal,

such as self-resonant type [8, 22, 23, 37, 51–55] and nonself-resonant type

[II], [18, 26, 36, 56, 57] antennas. Self-resonant antennas are widely used

and well-performing, but as the number of frequency bands increases, the

geometry of the antenna gets very complex [22]. In comparison, the an-

tenna geometry can be very simple with non-self-resonant antennas but

the matching circuit might be challenging to design [56, 58, 59]. Typi-

cally, the reduction of the antenna volume results in restricted number

of frequency bands covered and/or reduced total efficiency [36]. In [I], a

novel hybrid antenna that combines an inherently non-resonant capaci-

tive coupling element (CCE) [26] and a self-resonant inverted-L antenna

(ILA) [60] is introduced. The proposed antenna combines the advantages

of both designs, thus having state-of-the-art performance in terms of an-

tenna volume, bandwidth and efficiency.

2.3.1 Hybrid antenna

A design strategy for a novel 4G handset antenna is introduced in [I].

Based on the design process, one possible multi-antenna implementation

including the hybrid as a main antenna and a traditional ILA as an auxil-

iary antenna, is shown in Figure 2.5. The operation of the hybrid antenna

is based on using a low-band matching circuit with a high-pass type fre-

quency response enabling the use of the same antenna element as self-

resonant at higher frequencies. The antenna is designed by taking the

matching capabilities into account, and thus only two matching compo-

nents are needed. Further details on this antenna can be found in [I].

The main antenna operates with better than -3 dB (50%) efficiency at

the frequencies of 698–2900 MHz and 3250–3600 MHz, as can be seen in

Figure 2.62. The auxiliary antenna is designed to operate at the frequen-

cies of 2110–3680 MHz, and better than 10 dB of isolation is achieved

between the antennas.

This design does not include a low-band auxiliary antenna. This is be-

cause the low-band auxiliary antenna cannot be located within the volume

of the main antenna due to the high electric field distribution between the

2The measurements were performed without the auxiliary antenna.
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Figure 2.5. Schematic view of the hybrid antenna structure with main and auxiliary an-
tennas.
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Figure 2.6. (a) Measured impedance matching and total efficiency of the prototype an-
tenna in free space. (b) Measured input impedance of the prototype antenna
in free space. The measurements are made without the auxiliary antenna.

main antenna and the chassis. However, the low-band auxiliary antenna

can be located, for example on the long side of the chassis [61], as is done

in the Nokia Lumia 920 phone.

The superiority of the hybrid antenna over traditional antenna designs

is demonstrated by the fact that the good characteristics are achieved

by using a very simple antenna geometry and a matching circuit with

only two lumped components. However, this can also be a drawback, as

will be shown next. The bandwidth requirement at the low-band de-

fines the required antenna volume. In principle, the antenna volume

might be decreased by using multi-resonant matching circuits discussed

in [58, 62, 63]. However, the simple and effective multi-resonant circuits

presented in [58] do not operate as a high-pass type matching circuit at

higher frequencies, thus removing the benefit of the simple matching cir-

cuit in the hybrid antenna.
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2.4 Frequency reconfigurable handset antenna

As an alternative to broadband matching, broad virtual impedance band-

widths can be implemented with impedance tuners and/or frequency re-

configurable matching circuits that can be used, for example, to decrease

the required antenna volume and to compensate the user-originated de-

tuning losses, as shown in [II]. The required instantaneous impedance

bandwidth together with a maximum useful antenna radiation Q limits

the possible reduction of the antenna volume. The antenna Q will in-

crease as the volume of the antenna decreases, and impedance bandwidth

is inversely proportional to Q [64]. In addition, high-Q antennas are in-

herently more sensitive, for example, to metal and matching circuit losses.

Hence, the maximum usable antenna Q is typically considered to be be-

tween 50 and 100 [10,65,66].

For example in LTE systems with full-duplex scheme, the instantaneous

bandwidth requirement at the low-band is between 48 and 80 MHz3, cov-

ering both the receiver (Rx) and transmitter (Tx) bands. This corresponds

roughly to a Q of 15–20, which is well below the threshold (50–100) that

causes an increase in metal losses. In [67], a novel technique to split the

frequency bands of Rx and Tx between separate antennas is proposed,

hence narrowing the required instantaneous bandwidth. This technique

simplifies the RF front-end design since duplex filters are not needed and

the instantaneous bandwidth requirement of the antenna is more than

halved, thus making it possible to use antenna elements having a Q of

even 50. This brings the antenna Q close to the upper Q limit and ad-

ditional attention should be paid toward, for example, metal and compo-

nent losses. This method also increases the number of antennas, making

it more complicated to design handsets with MIMO capability.

2.4.1 Frequency tuning techniques

Many different frequency reconfigurable handset antennas have been pro-

posed, for example, in [9,20,68–74]. Some of them are based on the idea of

combining a self-resonant antenna and a tunable capacitor [69,71,73,74],

or a multi-state switch having different matching schemes [72]. Also,

structures using nonself-resonant elements are presented [9, 20, 68, 70].

The use of nonself-resonant elements [26, 29] is justified due to their low

3LTE band 12: 698–746 MHz, LTE band 14: 758–798 MHz, LTE band 5: 824–894
MHz and LTE band 8: 880–960 MHz.
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inherent selectivity, which makes their frequency tunability more promi-

nent compared to self-resonant elements [9, 20]. Furthermore, nonself-

resonant antennas require the use of matching circuits anyway, meaning

that tunability will not add much to the complexity of the matching cir-

cuit.

A varactor diode is traditionally used as a tunable capacitor in frequency

reconfigurable systems [70,71,73]. The capacitance of the varactor can be

varied by changing the voltage applied across its terminals. However, a

drawback with the varactor is that its inherent nonlinearity causes distor-

tion. Alternatively, CMOS- or MEMS-based digitally tunable capacitors

can be used. Distortion of such digital components is potentially much

lower than that of a varactor. MEMS, in particular, is ideally distortion-

less. In addition, RF MEMS components have some overwhelming ad-

vantages over traditional semiconductor components [75,76]. They can be

used to build RF circuits with very low power consumption, size and loss

resistance (Q > 100–600). Some time ago, the drawbacks of RF MEMS

technology were limited lifetime, relatively bulky components, and poor

availability. At the moment, there are several commercial companies,

such as [77,78], that are selling RF MEMS switches and tuners. In addi-

tion, lifetimes of MEMS are also reported to be sufficient for commercial

devices [79]. In this work, CMOS- and MEMS-based DTCs are used to

implement novel tunable antennas for mobile handsets.

2.4.2 Loss analysis of frequency reconfigurable handset
antennas

The antenna Q is the traditional way of assessing the radiation efficiency

performance of handset antennas. The idea is that the antenna Q together

with the component losses4 determines the efficiency of the antenna sys-

tem. In [80], the concept of bandwidth potential [26, 30, 81] was used to

analyze the efficiency of tunable antenna elements. It was concluded that

tunable antennas with a relatively high Q are sensitive to matching com-

ponent losses.

To the author’s knowledge, the first analysis of the suitability of a par-

ticular antenna geometry for frequency tuning is introduced in [II]. It is

shown that for efficient performance of the tuning circuit, the antenna

impedance should be chosen properly. The studied geometries are shown

in Figure 2.7 (a). The studied antennas are inherently capacitive across

4ηant = Qcomp/(Qcomp +Qant), in which the antenna itself is assumed lossless.
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Figure 2.8. (a) Simulated total loss with CMOS-based DTC. (b) CLF of the studied an-
tenna structures.

most of the LTE-A bands, and thus the frequency tuning is implemented

by using a CMOS-based digitally tunable capacitor (DTC) [82] together

with three fixed lumped components, as shown in Figure 2.7 (b). The used

matching circuit combines the performance of low-pass and high-pass res-

onators and the analysis of such circuits is presented in [58].

Typically, a large antenna Q results in high resistive losses of the an-

tenna structure and matching circuit. However, this method does not nec-

essarily lead to the best antenna geometry for frequency reconfigurable

antennas. The Q of Cases A, B and C is 23.8, 24.0, and 26.0, respectively,

at 720 MHz. Although Case C has the highest Q of the three at the exam-

ple frequency, it performs best in terms of total loss (Ltot) when the tuning

circuit is employed, as shown in Figure 2.8 (a).

A numerical study on the losses of the matching circuit was performed

in [II]. It revealed that the DTC and inductor L1 [see Figure 2.7 (b)] dom-

inate the total resistive losses at all frequencies and DTC states. Hence,

the total resistive losses, can be approximated as
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LP = 1 +Ge/GL = 1 +
Re

R2
e +X2

e
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L +X2

L
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(2.1)

where Ge is the total conductance of the DTC and L1, and GL is the radia-

tion conductance of the antenna. In the low-band, Ge is varying relatively

little across the whole frequency band, and thus its effect can be neglected.

Finally, the efficiency of the matching circuit is inversely proportional to

the radiation conductance of the antenna. The Conductance Loss Factor

(CLF) for the most promising antenna geometry can be derived from (2.1)

and can be expressed as

CLF =
1

GL
=

R2
L +X2

L

RL
. (2.2)

In general, a better tuning circuit efficiency is obtained with a lower CLF.

The CLF corresponds well with the Ltot results shown in Figure 2.8 (a),

especially at the low-band. At the high-band, the comparison is not as

straightforward because of the matching losses included in the Ltot.

The loss study revealed that the best total efficiency is achieved when

the radiation conductance of the antenna element remains at a reasonable

level across the whole band. Thus, Case C is the best candidate to be

studied further. However, the performance of Case C near 2.2 GHz is

limited, as shown in Figure 2.8 (a). This is mainly due to a large series

inductance caused by the long and thin feeding strip (length 35 mm). This

can be avoided by using a curved feed [II] that decreases the effective

series inductance and keeps the effective parallel capacitance suitable.

One possible way to reduce feed inductance through shape optimization

is shown in Figure 2.7 (Proto).

2.4.3 Tunable prototype antenna

In [II], a more comprehensive analysis of the thought process that lead to

the prototype antenna is given. Figure 2.9 (a) shows the schematic view of

the antenna structure. The antenna elements are located symmetrically

with respect to the long axis of the chassis. This simplifies the implemen-

tation of the matching circuit with a CMOS-based DTC. The state of the

DTC is varied with a laptop connected to the prototype by using a serial

interface. A battery is used to maintain the state of the DTCs to avoid the

extra cable during measurements. The measurements were made only for

the CMOS-based DTC because of limited availability of the MEMS-based

DTC at that time.
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Figure 2.9. (a) Schematic view of the MIMO antenna structure. (b) Measured S-
parameters with CMOS-based DTC in free space. Both elements are oper-
ating at the same frequency.

The measured impedance results of the prototype are shown in Figure

2.9 (b). In order to mimic the worst case scenario, both antenna elements

are operating at the same frequency. It can be seen that the antenna

can cover most of the LTE-A bands with reasonable isolation between the

antenna elements. The antenna elements can be tuned to operate at dif-

ferent frequency bands or to compensate the user-originated impedance

detuning.

2.4.4 Comparison between MEMS- and CMOS-based DTC

The distribution of the matching circuit losses is further analyzed in Ta-

ble 2.1 which compares the CMOS- and MEMS-based DTCs at different

frequencies. The total efficiency with the WiSpry WS1050 DTC is only

simulated because of limited availability of the components at the time

of the measurements. The isolation efficiency (ηisol) includes the coupling

losses between the antennas and the component losses of port 2. The

matching (ηm) and series component efficiencies are negligible. As can be

seen in Table 2.1, a significant portion of the losses is caused by the shunt

inductor (L1) in addition to those of the DTC. The purpose of L1 is to tune

the antenna to the correct frequency band, meaning that a relatively large

current flows through the component (especially at the low-band). Never-

theless, the components have to be placed this way to establish the desired

tuning range. The losses of Peregrine’s CMOS-based DTC are very high

(2.9 dB) at the low-band, as already suggested by its low Q. On the other

hand, the losses of WiSpry’s MEMS-based DTC are significantly smaller

(less than 0.5 dB).
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Table 2.1. Loss study of Proto. The efficiencies are calculated when element 1 is trans-
mitting and element 2 is connected to a 50-Ω termination. The elements are
working at the same frequency.

Simulated Measured
DTC freq ηDTC ηL1 ηisol ηtot ηtot
model (MHz) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB)
Peregrine 720 -2.9 -2.1 -0.2 -5.2 -5.2
PE64904 770 -1.9 -1.6 -0.5 -4.1 -4.2
(CMOS) 850 -0.9 -1.0 -0.9 -3.0 -3.7
[82] 920 -0.4 -0.7 -1.4 -2.6 -3.0

1700 -0.1 -0.0 -0.6 -1.3 -1.9
2000 -0.2 -0.1 -0.3 -1.0 -1.3
2500 -0.5 -0.1 -0.4 -2.3 -2.4

WiSpry 720 -0.5 -1.8 -0.1 -2.4 N/A
WS1050 770 -0.3 -1.0 -0.4 -1.8 N/A
(MEMS) 850 -0.1 -0.6 -0.8 -1.4 N/A
[77] 920 -0.0 -0.4 -1.2 -1.8 N/A

1700 -0.1 -0.1 -0.3 -1.4 N/A
2000 -0.1 -0.1 -0.3 -0.7 N/A
2500 -0.1 -0.1 -0.4 -1.5 N/A

2.5 Mutual coupling

The last part of this chapter discusses the mutual coupling between the

antennas. If multiple antennas are mounted on the same chassis, there

will inevitably be strong mutual coupling between them (especially be-

low 1 GHz) because each antenna element has a strong coupling to the

common chassis and are hence connected together. Even an optimized

placement of the antenna elements or galvanic isolation will not give sig-

nificant EM isolation improvement in that frequency band. High mutual

coupling, i.e., low isolation between the antennas decreases the efficiency

and might deteriorate the diversity properties [83]. Thus, high isolation is

desired and the limit for sufficient isolation is generally considered to be

at least 6–10 dB [23,84,85], which corresponds to an extra loss of 0.5–1.3

dB [loss = −10 log10(1− |Si,j |2)].
A typical way to express the isolation between the antennas is to use

scattering parameters [isolation = −20 log10 (|Si,j |)]. However, this method

takes into account, for example, the matching losses, which makes com-

paring the isolation properties of different antenna structures difficult. A

more useful method is to use the concept of electromagnetic (EM) isola-

tion, which defines the isolation between antenna elements in a theoret-

ical case where all elements are perfectly matched with lossless match-

ing circuits [81]. For example, the measured isolation of the frequency

tunable antenna presented in [II] was in the range of 8–18 dB and the

simulated EM isolation was in the range of 5–6 dB at the low-band. A

relatively large difference is mainly caused by the DTC losses and finite

matching levels. Hence, it is difficult to compare the isolation properties

of different antenna structures by using a ”traditional isolation”. Without

using any isolation improvement techniques, the EM isolation is typically
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between 3 and 7 dB at the low-band, depending on the antenna locations.

Different isolation techniques have been investigated in many previous

publications [84, 86–93]. However, most of these techniques are based

on the resonance phenomenon and have thus inherently narrow band-

width. In addition, at the lower UHF frequencies, resonance-based isola-

tion structures can be impractically long to be used in mobile handsets.

Other techniques are based, for example, on optimal antenna placement

and/or combining different types of antennas.

A popular neutralization line technique to improve the isolation was in-

troduced in [86]. The operating principle of the original neutralization

line is to create an opposite coupling between the ports, and it is realized

by linking two antennas by a suspended microstrip line having a certain

length. The USB port extension, shown in Figure 2.10 (a), operates as a

modified neutralization line as it provides two distinct current paths be-

tween the ports, thus causing an opposite coupling at certain frequencies.

At the low-band, the EM isolation is improved by 2–3 dB compared to the

case without the USB extension, but the EM isolation is simultaneously

deteriorated at the high-band. Instead of using a simple and narrowband

neutralization line, one can use a more complicated neutralization tech-

niques presented, for example in [84, 85]. However, this technique can

decrease the radiation efficiency if located in the vicinity of the radiating

structures. For example, the tuning circuit losses of frequency reconfig-

urable antennas can be increased due to deteriorated impedance perfor-

mance (e.g., increased reactance), as discussed earlier in Section 2.3.2
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port 1 port 2
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Figure 2.10. (a) Studied antenna geometries. (b) Simulated EM isolation between the
antennas with and without the USB extension.
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2.5.1 Feed location and antenna geometry

Next, the effect of the feed locations and antenna geometry on isolation

performance is briefly discussed. The studied cases are shown in Figure

2.10 (a) and the exact antenna dimensions can be found in [II].

As shown in Figure 2.10 (b), the location of the feeds does not have a

significant effect on the EM isolation, and neither does the antenna ge-

ometry at the low-band. However, the case is different at the high-band

where the antenna geometry has a strong influence on the EM isolation

performance. The poor isolation (with Case B) is due to the strong EM

coupling of the closely positioned open ends. This result suggests that in

order to have a good isolation performance, the open ends of the antennas

should be pointing away from each other, as with Cases A and C. This

information can be utilized to improve the inherent EM isolation of the

handset antennas at higher frequencies.

2.5.2 Combination of balanced and unbalanced handset
antennas

One solution to improve the isolation between the antennas is to use a

combination of balanced and unbalanced antennas (BUB) [III]. The BUB

antenna studied in this thesis consists of helix and CCE antennas located

at opposite ends of the chassis, see Figure 2.11. The desired resonances

in both antennas are achieved by using matching circuits. Two reference

cases are investigated to obtain reliable evaluation of the proposed iso-

lated antenna structure, see Figures 2.12 (b) and 2.12 (c).

The simulated port-to-port isolation between the antennas is up to 100

dB in the proposed BUB. The corresponding isolations for references #1

and #2 are 3.5 and 5.5 dB, respectively. The BUB structure has almost or-

thogonal dipole-type radiation patterns, as can be seen in Figure 2.12 (a).

matching component

CCE B

(50 x 11 mm )
2

Chassis (50 x 85 mm )
2

feed

helix dipole

5
10

C1

10

L1

L2

Figure 2.11. Antenna structure having CCE and helix antennas (BUB). Dimensions are
in millimeters.
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Figure 2.12. Simulated 3-D radiation properties of (a) the BUB, (b) reference #1, and (c)
reference #2 structures in free space.

Table 2.2. Estimated diversity performance of the antennas in different propagation en-
vironments at 900 MHz. MEG1 refers to the helix or CCE A and MEG2 refers
to CCE B.

isotropic urban 1 urban 2

Structure ρe MEG1 MEG2 EDG ρe MEG1 MEG2 EDG ρe MEG1 MEG2 EDG
(dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB)

Ref. #1 0.406 -6.54 -6.54 7.12 0.787 -9.22 -5.88 3.46 0.817 -6.19 -4.26 4.19
Ref. #2 0.028 -4.70 -4.70 9.89 0.083 -6.41 -3.12 8.14 0.405 -3.88 -3.33 8.61
BUB 0.000 -3.28 -3.57 11.01 0.174 -3.56 -6.34 9.39 0.004 -5.26 -2.72 9.89

This is due to the fact that the antenna structures and thus their ”effective

length vectors” are oriented perpendicularly to each other and because

the balanced structures are well isolated from the chassis. Consequently,

the envelope correlation (ρe) defined from the 3-D radiation patterns [94]

predicts a high effective diversity gain (EDG) for the BUB antenna. The

helix has also very low cross-polarization, which indicates extremely low

coupling to the chassis wavemode. Reference #2 has also a very low ρe,

meaning that a low ρe does not necessarily indicate high isolation.

The diversity performance of the antenna structure can be estimated by

calculating the mean effective gain (MEG) [95] and the ρe [94] in differ-

ent radio propagation environments. Good diversity performance neces-

sitates low cross-correlation between the individual branches, otherwise

deep fades in the branches will occur simultaneously decreasing the EDG.

Also the mean powers available from both antenna branches should be

equal to each other to avoid deterioration of the signal [96].

The proposed BUB outperforms the references by 1.1–6.2 dB margins,

depending on the environment and structure under comparison. In real

environments, the MEG imbalance of the BUB restricts the achievable

EDG between 9.4 and 9.9 dB. Reference #2 performs almost equally well

as the BUB in urban 2 environment due to a very low MEG imbalance.
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In addition, it is good to note that the results of Table 2.2 are calculated

at one frequency point (900 MHz) and since the helix is quite narrowband

(2–3% at the 900-MHz frequency band, having a Q of 67–44), the corre-

sponding MEGs are narrowband as well. Therefore, the frequency band

where the EDG is valid is limited by the element that has the narrowest

impedance bandwidth.

The idea of the BUB antenna can be used to improve the EM isolation

between the antennas. In addition, the simulation results show that the

proposed structures can achieve a good diversity performance in a real

propagation environment. Therefore these structures can be used, for

example, in MIMO systems to increase the data throughput [97] and the

link coverage [98] without additional frequency bandwidth or transmit

power. The drawback is that the achieved impedance bandwidth of the

proposed BUB antenna is not large enough to cover the requirements at

the low-band, thus requiring, for example, the use of frequency tuning. It

is noted that it is very challenging to achieve an extremely high isolation

(e.g. 100 dB) in practice. This is because of manufacturing tolerances,

properties of realistic feed lines, effect of the user and so on. In addition,

an isolation of 20–40 dB is probably enough for handset antennas in most

cases.

Despite of excellent MIMO performance below 1 GHz, it can be con-

cluded that the BUB antenna structures are best suited for upper UHF

frequencies, above 2 GHz, where sufficient bandwidth is easier to achieve

and the antenna can be relatively small in size. Thus, it is a promising

structure to be used as a high-band MIMO/diversity antenna located at

the top-part of the handset, see Figure 2.2. In addition, the BUB anten-

nas can be used in applications that require an excellent electromagnetic

isolation between the antennas and in improving the EDG in MIMO sys-

tems. Moreover, the BUB antennas might also be well-suited for radio

direction finding (RDF) applications where at least three closely-packed,

isolated antenna elements are needed [99].
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3. Handset antennas in the vicinity of
the user

Today’s handset antennas utilize the chassis of the device as a radiator,

facilitating good performance also below 1 GHz [24]. Therefore, the size

of the handset on which the antenna is located and the location of the

antenna relative to the chassis have a considerable effect on the handset

antenna performance [I,II,IV], [21,100,101]. In addition, the effect of the

user on the operation of the handset antenna has to be taken into account

from two different perspectives. The human body can affect the operation

of the antenna and vice versa.

The effect of the user on the impedance matching and radiation effi-

ciency is discussed in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2, beneficial approaches

and general guidelines for antenna designs with reduced sensitivity to

the user’s hand are given [IV]. The hand losses of narrow- and broadband

antennas are discussed in Section 3.3 [I,II]. When multiple antennas are

present, the analysis of the effect of the user becomes more complex when

multiple antennas are present. These issues are considered in Section 3.4,

in which different MIMO performance metrics are shown and explained.

Finally in Section 3.5, the main disadvantages of the electromagnetic ra-

diation of the handsets for the user are discussed.

3.1 User effect on impedance matching and radiation efficiency

An additional challenge for the design of handset antennas is the in-

evitable change of performance when the user is located in close vicinity

to the device. In most cases, the effect of the user on the performance

of the antenna is detrimental causing, for instance, a reduction of RF

power, input impedance variation, and a change in the radiation pattern

[II,IV,VII], [28, 87, 102–108]. Existing broad understanding of the head

effect [12, 109–113], as well as the increasing use of data services direct
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Figure 3.1. Distribution of the losses at different frequencies with bottom-located an-
tenna.

the focus of research to studies on the effect of the hand. Small toler-

ances in the dielectric parameters or geometry of the hand and the head

have a small impact on antenna performance, while the most important

factor is the way the handset is held with respect to the antenna ele-

ment [114–117]. The effect of the hand, especially the index finger with

top-located antennas, or the little finger or palm with bottom-located an-

tennas, has a significant effect on the antenna performance.

In [I], the user effect of a bottom-located antenna is studied. The ab-

sorption loss with the head alone is 1.7–7.3 dB, and in general, the losses

decrease as the frequency increases. This is a consequence of the rel-

atively large distance between the bottom-located antenna element and

the head. At lower frequencies, the chassis is the main radiator, and the

open end of the chassis (close to the ear) has strong electric fields caus-

ing high losses. The effect of the chassis will decrease as the frequency

increases, and the radiation is concentrated close to the antenna element,

thereby decreasing the head losses when the antenna element is bottom-

located. Figure 3.1 shows an example distribution of the losses at differ-

ent frequencies when both the hand and the head are considered. A few

observations can be made as the frequency increases: a) the percentage

of the radiated power remains almost unchanged, b) losses in the hand

increase and those in the head decrease, and c) mismatch losses decrease.

However, the behavior of the mismatch losses cannot be generalized for

all antenna types and the distribution of the losses is dependent on the

hand and head phantoms used.

Furthermore, it is very challenging to design an antenna having a ro-

bust performance considering statistical variations of possible different

hand grips of the users [114]. In the multi-antenna case, the effect of the

hand can degrade the data throughput due to significant mean effective

gain (MEG) imbalance between different antenna branches [118]. On the

other hand, in a few cases the user’s hand can even improve the perfor-

mance of lower UHF band antennas. This can occur below 1 GHz, for
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instance, when the hand is located at the opposite end of the chassis as

the antenna element [31,35,119]. The improvement of the total efficiency

in this particular case is due to the improved matching efficiency which

more than compensates the reduction of the radiation efficiency.

The deterioration of the performance of the handset antenna located

close to the human body is due to the fact that the human tissue consists

of lossy dielectric material1. The lossy tissue in the reactive near fields

of the antenna causes the problems discussed above. The performance

degradation can be described as a change of the total antenna efficiency

(ηtot) between the free space case and with the user. The total antenna

efficiency is the product of radiation (ηrad) and matching (ηm) efficiencies.

The matching efficiency is defined as the ratio of the power accepted by

the antenna to the power available at the antenna input [120]. Typically,

the change of the resonant frequency of the antenna will decrease the ηm.

Perturbation theory for a filled cavity [121] can be used to approximate

the frequency detuning caused by the human body. The theory can be

extended to handset antennas (with some limitations which will be dis-

cussed later) due to the fact that their operation is based on the resonant

wavemodes of the antenna element and the chassis [24, 93, 122, 123] (see

Figure 2.1). An approximation for the shift of the resonant frequency due

to a change in permittivity (ε) can be obtained from the general perturba-

tion formula [121]:

ω − ω0

ω
≈ −ε− ε0

2ε

∫
V E ·E∗

0dV∫
V |E0|2 dV

. (3.1)

The subscript 0 refers to the free space case. The equation states that

dielectric material (e.g., hand having ε
′
r = 36.2 at 900 MHz) located within

the reactive near fields will decrease the resonant frequency of the an-

tenna, typically deteriorating the matching efficiency (ηm). However, this

is valid only for a closed cavity and thus cannot directly be extended to

handset antennas, which are a combination of antenna element(s) and

a chassis, and consisting of several coupled wavemodes. Hence, some

specific cases can be found where the resonant frequency of the antenna

structure can slightly increase due to dielectric loading [31].

The radiation efficiency is defined as the ratio of the power radiated by

the antenna to the power accepted by the antenna [120]. It means that

the lossy dielectric material (tissue) close to the antenna decreases the

1εr = ε
′
r − jσeff/ωε0, where ε

′
r is the real part of the relative permittivity, ε0 is

the permittivity of free space, and σeff is the effective conductivity.
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ηrad. The loss power in the dielectric is [124]

Ploss =
1

2

∫
V
J ·E∗dV =

ρ

2

∫
V
|E|2 dV =

ωε
′′

2

∫
V
|E|2 dV. (3.2)

Hence, the absorption loss of the dielectric material is dependent on the

electric field strength (E) in the tissue.

The quality factor (Q) of a small antenna can be used to approximate

the radiation efficiency of the antenna with the user. The Q can be calcu-

lated from the frequency derivative of the unmatched input impedance of

the antenna by using the expression2 introduced in [125]. The calculated

quality factor (QZ) takes into account the effect of the antenna element

and the finite ground plane (effective Q, Q0,eff ). When the hand is in-

cluded, its effect is also contained in QZ

1

QZ
=

1

Q0,eff
+

1

Qhand losses
. (3.3)

Q0,eff can be further divided into the quality factor of the antenna element

(Q0,CCE) and quality factor of the chassis (Q0,chassis). The following relation

exists between the ηrad and the Q of the antenna

ηrad =
QZ

Q0,eff
. (3.4)

In free space (no user-originated losses), we get the value for the Q0,eff

as ηrad = 1. If we approximate that Q0,eff = Q1,eff in free space and with

the hand, respectively, it is possible to calculate the ηrad directly from the

antenna input impedance. For instance in [IV], it was possible to estimate

the absorption losses of the hand at 900 MHz with a good accuracy using

the QZ . By contrast, at 2000 MHz the Q-based ηrad (3.4) underestimates

the effect of the hand. The explanation for this might be that a part of the

hand is outside the reactive near field of the main resonator, meaning that

the hand is causing also shadowing, and hence the prediction cannot be

reliably made from the input impedance. Another reason for the wrong

prediction at higher frequencies is discussed in [IV]: The main problem

seems to be that at higher frequencies, the current distribution of the

antenna structure diverges too much between the cases in free space and

2The equation is valid for electrically small antennas (k0a < 1, where k0 is the
wave number in free space and a is the radius of a sphere enclosing the antenna).
If the equation is used for larger antennas (k0a > 1), the proper function of the
equation needs to be verified (e.g., the antenna has to exhibit a single impedance
resonance within its defined operating bandwidth).
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with the hand, and thus the effective quality factor (Q0,eff �= Q1,eff ) is

approximated in a wrong way that leads to an incorrect ηrad.

In spite of the fairly well-known effect of the user, commercial handset

antennas are still often designed to have an optimal performance in free

space and the performance characteristics with the user are just mea-

sured afterwards. An example of this can be found in [126] where the

internal antenna element of the Nokia N8 phone was designed, imple-

mented and measured. The antenna performs very well in free space, but

is sensitive to changes in its environment, suffering significantly from

proximity to the user (particularly the hand). Nevertheless, the manu-

facturers of mobile devices are paying increasing attention to the user

effect since the network operators will have increasing requirements for

maximizing the radiation efficiency of handset antennas with the user

and because a poorly working device will give bad publicity. This was

demonstrated in 2010 by the case of the Apple iPhone 4, in which match-

ing losses of its antenna increased up to 6.4 dB at GSM850 band when

the user holds the device in such a way that the metal antenna is partly

shorted out [127]. A more recent example of poor performance with a

user is reported in [128]. A comprehensive study of popular handsets

used in 2013 was conducted with a phantom hand and head in the talk-

ing mode. The measurements were made based on the CTIA and 3GPP

standards [129]. The best performing handset (Doro Phone Easy 605) has

an increase in losses of only 4 dB at the GSM900 band with the hand-

head case compared to the free space case. As a comparison, the worst

performing handset (Nokia Lumia 925) experiences 17 dB of additional

loss in the same case. Both handsets have excellent performance in free

space. Such performance degradation is difficult to explain only with the

absorption losses of the hand and head tissues. Probably the frequency

detuning causes considerable losses as well. At higher frequencies, the

performance deterioration was significantly smaller. It is worth noting

that the presented results are valid for the used hand and head phan-

toms, and the performance of the handsets can be different in real usage

conditions.

A promising way to decrease the matching losses is to use frequency

tuning [II], [20, 69–71, 130] or adaptive antenna tuner [131–134]. How-

ever, these kinds of methods tend to increase the complexity and power

loss of the antenna implementation. An alternative approach is to de-

sign the matching circuit and antenna geometry in such a way that the
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Figure 3.2. Used hand grips. (a) grip1 and (b) grip2. (c) Length and height of the CCE are
changed from 5.5 to 22 mm and from 2 to 6.6 mm, respectively. The antenna
element is located either in the top or bottom part of the structure.

impedance matching is not deteriorated substantially even if the user’s

hand is located next to the antenna element [I], [27,28].

3.2 Effect of antenna dimensioning and location

The effect of different hand grips, hand positions and antenna types on

the antenna performance has been investigated in many previous publi-

cations, for instance, in [VII], [107, 117, 135–138]. However, there are no

published results on the way small changes in the dimensions and loca-

tions of handset antennas affect the interaction between the antenna and

the user’s hand. Such results would provide useful knowledge for antenna

designers and could be utilized for designing antennas with reduced effect

of the user.

In [IV], knowledge is increased by analyzing an extensive set of simula-

tion series to demonstrate how the quality factor (Q), resonant frequency

detuning (Δfr) and decrease in radiation efficiency (ηrad) can be traded

off with only minor changes in the antenna dimensions or location. As

discussed earlier, the CCE antennas are especially suitable for this kind

of parametric study and thus they are investigated with different dimen-

sions and locations at 900 and 2000 MHz. The characteristics have been

studied with a realistic CAD model of a phantom hand with two differ-

ent grips. Grip 1, shown in Figure 3.2 (a), is based on standardization

work [139] and grip 2 is similar to grip 1 except for the index finger being

located on the chassis edge, see Figure 3.2 (b).

In Figure 3.2 (c), the studied lengths and heights of the CCE are shown.

The tip of the index finger is always located at 1-mm distance from the

CCE. The main trend seems to be that when decreasing the QZ by in-
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Figure 3.3. Quality factor as a function of CCE height and CCE length at 900 MHz and
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creasing the CCE height or the CCE area (see Figure 3.3), there is only

a minor effect on the ηrad (results presented in [IV]). However, the larger

the CCE height or the CCE area is, the larger is the Δfr resulting in de-

creased ηtot but also in wider impedance bandwidth. For example, when

decreasing the height and area of the CCE it is possible to reduce the Δfr

and maintain the ηrad at the cost of impedance bandwidth. Instead, when

the QZ is altered by changing the CCE location (results presented in [IV])

along the chassis, a distinct interconnection between the QZ, ηrad and Δfr

can be seen: a maximum in ηrad and a minimum in Δfr occur when the

QZ has its maximum.

Typically, the improvement of one property seems to deteriorate another.

Hence, it is very challenging to design a handset antenna to have an opti-

mal performance in all possible cases and frequency bands by using tradi-

tional antenna elements (e.g., PIFA or CCE). Based on the results shown

in [IV], [27, 28], a part of the hand losses can be avoided by taking the

effect of the hand into consideration in the antenna design. However, one

can always have a grip that will ruin the performance of the antenna. One

solution might be to invent new methods to excite the chassis wavemodes

in such a way that the impact of the user can be minimized regardless of

the hand grip, for instance without a traditional antenna element. Thus,

a lot of research to build an environment insensitive handset antenna is

still needed.

In addition to what is mentioned above, the location of the antenna el-

ement and the orientation of the antenna structure with respect to the

propagation environment also have a significant effect on the polarization

properties of the handset antennas [140]. One example is an integrated

GPS antenna. For GPS, the intended polarization is right-hand circular
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polarization (RHCP), and it is obtained if the antenna element is located

on the top-right corner of the device [140,141], and the antenna structure

is horizontally oriented. Because of this fact, the GPS antenna is typically

located on the top-right corner in commercial handsets (see Figure 2.2).

3.3 Comparison between compact and large-sized antennas

In free space, the performance of the handset antennas typically becomes

better when the antenna volume increases [21,142,143]. When the user’s

hand is present, the choice between a compact or large-sized antenna is

not obvious. Despite this, there exists mostly studies concerning, for ex-

ample, antenna selection [85, 104, 144], and knowledge on how the an-

tenna size affects the total performance with the user is still, at least

partly, missing.

In the previous section it was observed that by increasing the length or

height of the antenna element, the hand losses remain almost constant

in most cases [IV]. This suggests that the antenna element introduced

earlier in Chapter 2 [I] can be made more compact without increasing the

hand losses. However, this will increase the Q, thus narrowing the band-

width and increasing the radiation losses (e.g., metal losses). As discussed

earlier, the operational bandwidth can be kept sufficient by using a match-

ing circuit with adaptive tuning component(s). Based on these facts, a

compact frequency tunable antenna was introduced in [II]. This antenna

structure consists of two antennas with MIMO capability, as shown in Fig-

ure 3.4 (b). Each antenna has 60% smaller area compared to the antenna

introduced in [I] [see Figure 3.4 (a)].

Figures 3.4 (c) and 3.4 (d) compare the hand and mismatch losses of com-

pact and large sized antennas. The positioning of the antenna structures

is identical, but due to the different width of the antenna structures, the

fingers (little finger, ring, middle) have slightly different locations. De-

spite this, some general trends can be found. At lower frequencies (below

1 GHz), the hand loss is less dependent on the element type and size

because the chassis is the main radiator. At higher frequencies (above

1 GHz), the antenna elements become significant radiators, and there-

fore a larger portion of the losses are concentrated in the parts of the

hand close to each element. As a conclusion, the large-sized antenna (hy-

drid antenna) has the largest hand losses at each frequency point studied.

However, the difference to the second-worst element is not that significant
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Figure 3.4. (a) Hybrid antenna with data grip. (b) Frequency reconfigurable antenna
with data grip. (c) Measured hand losses. (d) Measured mismatch losses.
The antennas are placed inside a polycarbonate enclosure.

in most cases, and can partly be explained by differences in hand grips.

These results are thus consistent with the results presented in [IV]. When

comparing the mismatch losses shown in Figure 3.4 (d), it can be seen that

the large-sized antenna (hybrid antenna) can have quite significant mis-

match losses (even more than 1.6 dB) in some cases, whereas frequency

tuning is used in the small-sized antenna to compensate the impedance

detuning. An extreme case of mismatch loss with the large-sized antenna

occurs at 3.5 GHz. This resonance is created with a stub shown in Fig-

ure 3.4 (a). The open end of the stub is located in close proximity to the

palm, which causes significant detuning and absorption losses (results

presented in [I]). The total efficiency can be increased significantly in

that particular case by flipping the handset by 180 degrees so that the

open end of the stub moves close to the fingertips or by designing the stub

in such a way that the open end of the stub remains further away from

the hand in typical use cases.

Next, let us consider the limitations of antenna volume. One might con-

clude that the smaller the antenna, the better is the efficiency with the

user. However, this is not true since the antenna Q will increase as the

volume of the antenna decreases. Along with this increase in Q, the radi-

ation efficiency of the antenna can drop significantly due to, for example
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metal, matching component, or substrate losses as discussed earlier.

As a conclusion, if the antenna volume is fixed, it is better to use multi-

ple compact antennas and select the one operating best in each mode. The

required frequency tuning can be implemented by using MEMS-based

tunable capacitors, as discussed earlier in Chapter 2, and thus the tuning

losses are reasonable [II], [69,145]. This means that the overall efficiency

of multiple compact tunable antenna can be better than that of a large-

sized antenna.

3.4 User effect on multi-antenna system

Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) can be used either to improve

the link quality measured by diversity gain, or to enhance the data rate,

measured by spatial multiplexing gain. Diversity is typically used in con-

ditions where the channel fading is a problem (low-SNR), whereas spatial

multiplexing is used in the high-SNR regime, where the system has lim-

ited degrees-of-freedom [146,147].

In order to have a good multi-antenna performance, the system should

have a sufficient isolation between the antennas and the mean effective

gain (MEG) imbalance should be small [118]. In addition, the total effi-

ciency (ηtot) of the antennas should be as good as possible and the envelope

correlation coefficient (ρe) should be small enough to ensure the indepen-

dence of the fading signals [148]. All these parameters are affected by the

user. It is therefore important to study the effect of the user on MIMO

performance as well. Extensive studies have been conducted concerning

the isolation or the mutual coupling behavior of multi-antenna systems

in the presence of the user [116, 118, 149–152]. In this thesis, the focus

is on using the presented design rules to achieve a good multi-antenna

performance in each usage condition.

The ηtot and ρe have a remarkable effect on the spatial multiplexing

efficiency (η̃mux) and effective diversity gain (EDG), as can be seen in the

following formulas [153–156]

η̃mux =
√
η1η2(1− ρe), (3.5)

EDG ≈ 10.48
√
1− ρe · ηbest branch, (3.6)

where η1 and η2 are the total efficiencies of antenna elements 1 and 2, re-

spectively. The ηbest branch is the ηtot of the best antenna branch. The η̃mux

defines the loss of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) with respect to ideal MIMO
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Figure 3.5. Measured (a) envelope correlations and (b) multiplexing efficiencies of proto
2 in free space and with the user’s hand.

antennas whereas the EDG defines the improvement in SNR obtained

from a multi-antenna system relative to a single-antenna system [157].

The above formulas are valid in isotropic environments. This kind of

channel represents a rich reflection environment, such as indoors [96].

More complex propagation channels can be taken into account by using

the MEG that combines the radiation performance of the antenna with

the propagation characteristics of the surrounding environment. Such

formulas are presented for example in [154].

A frequency reconfigurable MIMO antenna was introduced earlier in

Chapter 2 [II]. In order to ensure the MIMO performance in different op-

erating conditions, the antenna structure was measured with and without

the user’s hand. The measured ρe and the η̃mux results are presented in

Figure 3.5. The ρe results suggest that the user’s hand will improve the

already good performance at the low-band. This is due to the shadowing

effect of the hand [158]. At the high-band, the user’s hand will improve

the ρe between 1.43–1.8 GHz whereas the performance is better without

the user at frequencies above 1.8 GHz. It can be seen that the user’s hand

will decrease the η̃mux performance by 3–5 dB at the low-band and by 2–5

dB at the high-band.

The MIMO capacity can be estimated from the ergodic capacity pre-

sented in Figure 3.6 [97]. The ergodic capacity is calculated by using a

Rayleigh fast fading channel. The η̃mux results shown in Figure 3.5 (b)

suggest that the channel capacity in free space is decreased by 18–40%

and by 7–27% at the low- and high-bands, respectively, compared to the

ideal 2x2 MIMO system (SNR = 20 dB). In addition, the ergodic capacity

of the proposed antenna outperforms the ideal SISO (Shannon theorem)

system even in the worst case when the user’s hand is present. Hence,
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it is beneficial to use multi-antenna structures, even though the losses of

multi-antenna structures are higher than those of single-antenna struc-

ture having the same volume.

In addition to the η̃mux performance, it is important to achieve a good

EDG performance as well. The user’s hand causes imbalance between the

antenna branches, which can deteriorate the EDG performance and thus

the power imbalance between the antenna branches should be smaller

than 3 dB [96, 118, 159]. In an isotropic environment, the estimation

can be made simple by comparing the hand losses of different antenna

branches. Figure 3.4 suggests that the power imbalance of the frequency

reconfigurable antenna presented in [II] is smaller than 3 dB, and thus

a sufficient EDG performance can be achieved also with the used hand

grip. However, the power imbalance will probably increase if a tighter

hand grip is used. One solution is to increase the number of antennas,

which increases the possibility that the user’s hand is not fully covering

the antenna element [85,104,151,160,161].

The above discussion and results presented in Section 3.3 suggest that

the practical MIMO performance can be improved by using frequency re-

configurable antennas to reduce the effect of the user and thus improve

the η̃mux. However, a successful implementation of the frequency recon-

figurable matching circuit requires the use of the MEMS-based DTC or

switch components and a proper antenna geometry, as discussed earlier

in Chapter 2.

3.5 Exposure limits and electromagnetic compatibility

The beginning of this chapter has discussed how the user can deterio-

rate the performance of the antenna. Next, the roles are reversed; dis-
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Figure 3.7. (a) Absorption of the electromagnetic radiation into the body tissues. (b) Dif-
ferent types of hearing aids3.

advantages of the electromagnetic radiation of the handsets to the user

are discussed. The electromagnetic radiation transmitted by a handset is

discussed from three different points of view: 1) radiation safety aspects,

2) network aspects, and 3) electromagnetic compatibility.

1) Radiation safety aspects: According to the current knowledge, the

main influence of electromagnetic radiation to the human body at the

UHF-band is the rise in tissue temperature [1]. For the handset satis-

fying the safety margins [1,162], the temperature rise on the surface of

the brain is shown to be not more than 0.2–0.3◦C [163]. As a compar-

ison, the normal fluctuation of body temperature is around ±1◦C, and

in exhausting physical exercise even a temperature rise of 2◦C is quite

common. However, it has been reported that electromagnetic radia-

tion can accelerate production of cells [164] or it might open a leakage

of albumin through the blood-brain barrier (BBB) causing neurologi-

cal disorders [165]. Thus, it is very important not to exceed the safety

limits of the electromagnetic radiation: Rather, the exposure should be

as small as possible. In order to estimate the influence of the electro-

magnetic radiation, a measurement standard has been developed: the

Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) is a measure of the rate of radio energy

absorption in body tissue. The SAR is defined as the power absorbed

per mass of tissue and has units of watts per kilogram (W/kg) [1].

2) Network aspects: The interest of the network operators is to opti-

mize the link budget between base station and handset. An optimal

link means that the base station can serve as many users as needed

3Image source: http://healthlob.com/2011/05/hearing-aid-types/
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with a sufficient quality of services (QoS) [166]. The user of the handset

will reduce the total efficiency of the handset (as discussed in Sections

3.1 and 3.2) and thus will deteriorate the link quality. To maintain

the sufficient QoS, the network will automatically increase the trans-

mit power of the handset or the base station depending on whether the

handset is transmitting or receiving. However, the increased trans-

mit power of the handset will increase the electromagnetic exposure

of the user and decrease the battery life of the handset compared to

the case with a smaller transmit power. In addition, the deteriorated

link quality will decrease the cell size of the network increasing the

cost for the operators [167]. Hence, it is very important to take into ac-

count the user’s hand as well when designing a handset antenna. For

instance with the talking grip, the user’s hand absorbs a significant

portion of the radiated power. In this case, the transmit power level

should be increased, if the link quality is to be kept unchanged. How-

ever, the electromagnetic exposure toward the user’s hand and head

will increase [168, 169]. To obtain the smallest overall SAR, the an-

tenna should be designed to perform efficiently in different usage con-

ditions with the hand and/or head, and it should also be insensitive to

their proximity.

3) Electromagnetic compatibility: As discussed earlier, the mobile

handset antenna has to be designed to comply with the safety lim-

its [1, 162] and maximize the transfer of electromagnetic energy be-

tween the base station and the mobile device. In addition, a mobile

device used beside the user’s ear may interfere with a hearing-aid de-

vice (see Figure 3.7) and thus the handset antenna should also fulfill

the hearing-aid compatibility4 (HAC) requirements [170]. These are

problems that an antenna designer has to address. In the next chap-

ter, some new ideas on how to reduce the electromagnetic exposure

without significantly sacrificing the link quality are presented.

4In the USA, at least 50% of all marketed mobile handsets have to meet the HAC
requirements. HAC is not requlated in EU.
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4. New methods to reduce the
interaction between the user and a
mobile handset

In this chapter, different methods to reduce the electromagnetic exposure

of the user and the interaction between the user and a mobile handset

antenna are discussed. Section 4.1 considers the applicability of antenna

phasing to decrease the head losses. A new method to decrease the effect

of the hand and head on the operation of handset antennas is introduced

in Section 4.2 [V,VI]. In Section 4.3, the benefits and drawbacks of bal-

anced antenna structures in handsets are discussed [VII], and Section 4.4

investigates effective methods to control the near-fields [VIII]. Finally in

Section 4.5, a short summary of the presented design guidelines are given.

4.1 Effect of phasing between antenna elements

Phasing between antenna elements can be used to decrease the user’s ef-

fect on mobile handsets. One phasing scheme is shown in Figure 4.1, in

which a phase difference is implemented for the antenna structure in-

troduced earlier in [II]. Several different adaptive phasing schemes for

handset antennas have been widely studied. In [158], the diversity per-

formance of an adaptive handset antenna array was studied. It was con-

cluded that if the weight factor (amplitude and phase) of each antenna

element is optimally chosen, it is possible to increase the SNR and thus

improve the diversity performance, even in close proximity to the user.

Moreover, the adaptive reshaping of the radiation pattern by using an-

tenna phasing has been studied in [171–173]. These studies were made

at the frequencies of 2, 3.7, and 5.8 GHz. At higher frequencies, radia-

tion pattern can be altered more through element phasing, as compared

to that at lower frequencies. In the studied cases, adaptive antenna phas-

ing was shown to improve the ρe performance significantly. An interest-

ing passive phasing method to improve the impedance bandwidth and to
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Figure 4.1. Phasing between the antenna elements.

decrease the user effect compared to a single-antenna system is intro-

duced in [174,175]. However, the findings are not that evident due to the

changed antenna volume between the cases. In addition, the implemen-

tation of MIMO would increase the already large number of antennas.

The reduction of SAR and head absorption by using antenna phasing has

been studied, for example in [176–178], and the improvement of SAR is

reported to be even 14 dB.

The above discussion suggests that antenna phasing is a very promis-

ing way to improve the diversity performance of the handset and to de-

crease its user effect. Next, the SAR performance of the frequency recon-

figurable MIMO antenna introduced in [II] is examined. In addition, its

usefulness and restrictions for a future handset are discussed. In MIMO

systems, an additional challenge compared to the SISO case is to inspect

the effect of multiple antennas on SAR. In order to estimate the need for

additional SAR measurements, a metric called SAR to Peak Location Sep-

aration Ratio (SPLSR) is introduced in [179]. The SPLSR is defined as:

SPLSR = (SAR1 + SAR2)/D, where SAR1 and SAR2 are the SAR values

(W/kg) of antennas 1 and 2, respectively. The separation between the SAR

hotspots is denoted by D (cm). If D is less than 5 cm, the SPLSR has to

be below 0.3 in order to avoid additional SAR measurements when both

antennas are operating simultaneously.

The peak spatial SARs were simulated according to the stricter IEEE

guidelines applied in the USA [1]. With the studied MIMO antennas (see

Figure 4.1), the SPLSR requirement of 0.3 is not fulfilled, and thus ad-

ditional measurements are required. It is shown that the SAR is signifi-

cantly affected by changing the phase (ϕ) between the feeds [180]. Hence,

the SAR is studied with simulations using three different phasings be-

tween the feeds. In the SISO mode, only one antenna is operating and the

output power is set to 23 dBm (0.2 W), whereas in the MIMO mode, the

total output power of 23 dBm is equally divided between both antennas

(20 dBm each). In addition, a perfect impedance matching was computa-

tionally applied in order to have the worst case scenario.
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Table 4.1. Simulated peak SAR values averaged over a 1-g mass of tissue.

MIMO
SISO Phase difference

Freq Elem1 Elem2 0◦ 90◦ 180◦ D
(MHz) (W/kg) (W/kg) (W/kg) (W/kg) (W/kg) (cm)
700 1.0 1.2 2.0 1.1 0.2 2.2
800 1.1 1.2 2.4 1.4 0.2 0.5
900 1.2 1.3 2.4 1.3 0.2 0.3
1800 1.0 1.4 1.3 1.1 0.9 2.5
2100 1.1 1.4 1.3 1.4 1.0 1.6
2450 1.0 1.3 1.4 1.4 0.9 2.3
2600 0.7 1.0 1.2 1.2 0.6 4.4

The effect of changing the phase on the SAR performance can be clearly

seen in Table 4.1. The highest SAR is achieved when the E-field pat-

terns generated by the two antennas are very similar (ϕ = 0◦). On the

other hand, the E-field pattern can be almost canceled if the fields are

out of phase (ϕ = 180◦) with respect to each other. This effect is not as

pronounced at the high-band because of the increased distance between

the hotspots, which results in a decreased coherence effect. It is good to

note that the SAR can be intentionally manipulated, by changing the ϕ,

only when the diversity mode is used, in other words, the same signal is

radiated by both antennas. However, this is not trivial in an actual use

case due to the changing state of the environment (e.g., user’s hand may

change the optimal phasing). When the multiplexing mode is used, phas-

ing between the signals is random. Thus, the SAR can be high or low

depending on the instantaneous phasing between the signals, making it

impossible to intentionally manipulate the SAR. Nonetheless, the arith-

metic average of the SAR over the simulated phase differences is between

1.0 and 1.3 W/kg, and thus the antenna fulfills the SAR requirements (i.e.,

SAR< 1.6 W/kg).

4.2 Antenna shielding

Traditionally, the antenna element is placed on the backside of the mobile

handset [4,19], away from the head in the talk position, as shown in Fig-

ure 4.2 (a) (CCE1). This makes it easier to fulfill the radiation exposure

restrictions (SAR limits) and improves the antenna performance in that

use position. From the antenna operation point of view, this kind of an-

tenna configuration is far from optimal for many other use positions. For

instance, when using the handset in the data mode (browsing position),

the user’s palm or fingers may cover the antenna element [see Figure 4.2

(b)], reducing the radiation efficiency and causing frequency detuning, as
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Figure 4.2. Example placement of the handset antenna (a) in talking position and (b) in
browsing position.

discussed in Chapter 3. To solve the above-mentioned problems, an effec-

tive antenna shielding method for decreasing the effect of the hand and

head on the operation of handset antennas is discussed in this section.

The antenna shielding concept is introduced in [V] and the operation is

verified by measurements in [VI].

The proposed shielded antenna structure shown in Figure 4.3 consists

of two non-self-resonant type CCE antennas on top of each other. Here,

an active antenna element refers to the case where the antenna element

is switched on (feed connected) and a passive element refers to the case

where the antenna element is switched off (floating or connected to the

ground, see Figures 4.3 (a) and 4.3 (b). The operating principle of the

shielded structure is such that one antenna element is active at a time

and the other is passive. If the passive element is not connected to the

ground, the antenna structure can be treated as an off-ground structure1.

If the passive element is connected to the ground, as shown in Figure 4.3

(b), it can be considered as an extension of the ground plane to improve

the shielding effect towards electromagnetic exposure. The simplest and a

cost efficient way to implement the selection of the antenna element is to

utilize the information of the current operating mode (talking/browsing).

If the talking mode is used (handset beside the head), the antenna ele-

ment placed on the back side of the handset is selected [see Figure 4.3

(c)], and the passive antenna element is operating as a shield on the side

of the head of the handset. When the head is not beside the handset, the

1Since the passive element has a self-resonance at 1660 MHz, the effect of the
floating element can be ignored at 900 MHz. At 2000 MHz, the effect of the
floating element is still almost non-existent.
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Figure 4.3. Antenna structure having active and passive antenna elements. (a) reference
structure or the case having a floating passive antenna element, (b) shielding
Case #1, and (c) shielding Case #2. Dimensions are in millimeters.

Table 4.2. Improvement of ηtot and change of SAR values in the hand and head compared
to the reference antenna. Green and bold values refer to cases with improve-
ment compared to the reference.

Freq. Structure Δηtot (dB) Δ SAR (%)
(MHz) Case # hand head hand+head hand head head+hand
900 #1 top 2.9 -2.8 2.6 -45 +8 +40
900 #2 top 0.1 1.8 5.0 +19 -50 -81
900 #1 bottom 0.9 -2.2 -1.4 -16 +24 +29
900 #2 bottom 0.2 0.6 0.7 -0.4 -20 -18
2000 #1 top 0.9 -1.1 1.2 -53 +14 +31
2000 #2 top 0.4 0.6 2.1 -32 -49 -43
2000 #1 bottom 0.7 -1.5 -1.5 -37 +74 +94
2000 #2 bottom 0.0 0.7 1.3 -12 -26 -38
At 900 MHz SAR values are normalized to 0.25 W input power (+24 dBm power class).
At 1800 MHz SAR values are normalized to 0.125 W input power (+21 dBm power class).
SAR is calculated over 10 g of body tissue.
SAR of underlined tissues are considered.

antenna element placed on the front face of the handset is active, as can

be seen in Figure 4.3 (b).

In order to verify the promising numerical results introduced in [V], two

prototype antennas were built and measured. The operation is demon-

strated at the 860–960 MHz and 1590–2500 MHz frequency bands. More

detailed results are presented in [VI].

The simulated results shown in Table 4.2 indicate that the shielded an-

tenna structure has two specific operating modes at 900 MHz: In Case

#1 top, the ηtot with the hand can be improved by 2.9 dB compared to the

reference structure, and in Case #2 top the ηtot with the hand and head

can be improved by 5 dB compared to the reference. The benefit of the

shielded antenna structure is clearly larger when the antenna elements

are top-located. The shielded top-located antenna structures outperform

the widely used bottom-located antennas by a large margin.

At 2000 MHz, the improvements are not as significant as at 900 MHz.

The improvement in the ηrad with the hand is 1 dB and with the hand
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and head 2.2 dB. This is mainly due to the fact that the passive antenna

element has a self-resonance at 1660 MHz and thus the passive element

is no longer as good an extension of the ground plane as at 900 MHz. The

shielding effect is improved at higher frequencies by connecting the pas-

sive element to the chassis with multiple connections. However, this ap-

proach will lead to an increased complexity and the benefit will be partly

or fully lost. Another method to avoid the deteriorated performance at

higher frequencies is to shift the self-resonance of the CCE to higher or

lower frequencies. This can be done, for instance, by changing the dimen-

sions of the CCE.

A significant improvement in the hand and head SARs can be seen with

the shielded antenna structure compared to the reference structure. For

instance, the shielding structure can decrease the SAR in the hand by

45% at 900 MHz, when the index finger is covering the antenna element.

Moreover, the head SAR can be decreased by 81% at 900 MHz with hand

and head, when the antenna is top-located. At 2000 MHz, the improve-

ment in SAR values is smaller but still about 30–50% improvements in

the hand and head SARs can be achieved. It is good to note that the im-

provement of the SAR also improves the total efficiency (ηtot), as could be

expected.

With the hand, the main part of the improved ηtot and ηm is caused by

the increased distance between the index finger and the active antenna

element. The passive antenna element acting as a shield helps to decrease

the hand absorption only by 0.2 dB [V], whereas the improvement in SAR

is mainly due to the shielding effect of the passive antenna element.

The reference structure used in this study is off-ground-type which nat-

urally has larger SARs compared to on-ground-type antennas, as dis-

cussed earlier in Section 2. In [V], the used reference was on-ground-type

and the improvements in the ηrad with hand, head, and hand+head were

3.6, 2.8, and 1.9 dB, respectively at 900 MHz. The improvement in head

SAR was about 44%. Hence, the shielded antenna structure outperforms

also the on-ground-type reference antenna. In the hand-only case it is

useful to have the passive element floating [see Figure 4.3 (a)], providing

better bandwidth around 900 MHz. However, it is not beneficial to use

the floating element with the head since the shielding effect is lost and

the SAR is increased.

Considering practical applications, the shielding structure requires a

switching system which was not implemented in this study. If the im-
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plementation losses, approximately 0.3–1 dB with current technology [7,

181], were added to the results, the shielded structure would still perform

much better compared to the reference. In addition, a semiconductor com-

ponent such as a transistor switch would raise the problem of distortion

of the switching system [10,182–184]. One major disadvantage of shield-

ing is increased antenna volume. The available volume for antennas in

current handsets is very limited and thus it would be very challenging

to combine efficient shielding and multi-antenna functionality within a

small handset. One possibility would be to use frequency tuning in order

to decrease the volume of an individual antenna element [II]. Another

drawback of the shielded antenna structure is the increased complexity

and the fact that the greatest benefit is achieved when the antenna is

top-located – nowadays, most of the main handset antennas are bottom-

located, as shown previously in Figure 2.2.

4.3 Balanced antenna structures

The idea of using balanced antenna structures in mobile handsets origi-

nates from the fact that a balanced antenna can be electrically isolated

from the handset chassis, unlike a typical unbalanced handset antenna

such as PIFA or CCE. Especially at the lower UHF-frequencies (below 1

GHz), a significant portion of the radiated power of a traditional hand-

set antenna originates from the chassis, as shown in Figure 4.5 (a). In

these structures, the effect of the user can be significant: the matching

changes and the radiation efficiency decreases regardless of whether the

antenna element itself is covered by the lossy tissue or not, as discussed

in Chapter 2. Hence, the use of a balanced antenna structure might be

reasonable keeping in mind that the chassis is then not used on purpose

as a radiator, thereby isolating the antenna from the chassis, as shown in

Figure 4.5 (b). The level of isolation describes the ability of the balanced

antenna to reject the electromagnetic coupling to the wavemodes of the

chassis. This depends strongly on the antenna structure used, frequency,

and the relative location between the antenna and the chassis [VII], [185].

Typically, the closer the balanced antenna is to the chassis, the narrower

is the impedance bandwidth (see Figure 4.4) [VII], [185]. This is mainly

due to an increased mirror image effect caused by the chassis that rejects

the radiation of the balanced antenna.
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Figure 4.4. Achievable bandwidth potentials of a small bow-tie element in different an-
tenna positions. The bandwidths are calculated by using the matching crite-
rion of optimal overcoupling [64]. In all cases the total length of the structure
is 100 mm.

4.3.1 Feasibility of balanced antennas

The aim of the study made in [VII] was to investigate the feasibility of bal-

anced antennas in the handset environment. The features of interest are

the following: a) EM isolation between the antenna element and the chas-

sis, b) bandwidth potential of the balanced antenna close to the chassis,

and c) interaction between the user and the antenna. The most promising

balanced structure seems to be a small bow-tie antenna shown in Fig-

ure 4.5 (b) [VII], [185]. At frequencies below self-resonance, an additional

matching circuit is needed. The benefits of using the balanced antenna be-

low the self-resonance are that the coupling to the chassis is quite weak,

and that the antenna element is small in size. Another approach to isolate

the antenna from the chassis would be to use folded-dipole-type antennas

discussed in [186–189]. Those antennas have typically different radiat-

ing modes depending on the frequency and thus the balanced mode is

achieved only in a certain band (in those cases around 1.8–2 GHz). Here,

the focus is on the characteristics of the small bow-tie.

As discussed earlier, the utilization of the chassis currents increases the

effective antenna size and therefore balanced antennas have to be made

larger than traditional antenna elements, such as the PIFA or CCE, in

order to have the same impedance bandwidth. To keep the size of the

antenna small enough to fit inside a handset, a narrower instantaneous

impedance bandwidth has to be accepted for the balanced antenna com-
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same plane as the chassis, and (c) CCE is placed next to the index finger. All
dimensions are in millimeters.

pared to the traditional elements.

Observations on the main benefits and drawbacks of balanced anten-

nas can be seen in Figure 4.5. The bow-tie is fairly well isolated from

the chassis, which can be seen from the weak differential currents along

the long edges of the chassis. Conversely, the bow-tie has much stronger

electric fields close to the antenna element compared to the traditional

CCE antenna (see Figures 4.7 and 4.8). This will cause problems when

lossy tissue is located close to the antenna. In [VII], the performance of

balanced antenna structures with the user was compared to a traditional

antenna (denoted as CCE reference in Table 4.3). Two different positions

for the bow-tie antenna element are used: in Case A the antenna element

is moved 7 mm upwards from the chassis, and in Case B the antenna el-

ement and the chassis are located in the same plane (see Figures 4.4 and

4.6).

Several observations (a-e) can be made based on the results of Table 4.3:

a) The small bow-tie is quite robust to the distance between the index

finger and the antenna element in terms of frequency shift. This is

probably due to the used hand grip; the index finger is in a position

where magnetic field is strong and electric field is weak. Dielectric

loading due to finger does not consequently affect much the operation
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of the antenna.

b) The frequency shift of the balanced bow-tie antenna is much smaller

than that of the reference antenna at 900 MHz. At 1800 MHz, the shift

is almost the same, especially if the antenna element is bottom-located.

c) The balanced bow-tie performs best when the antenna element is top-

located. When the antenna element is bottom-located, the palm de-

creases the resonant frequency and absorbs more power than in the

top-located case.

d) When comparing the radiation efficiencies with hand or head it can

be seen that the distance between the antenna element and the tissue

(hand or head) has a huge impact on antenna performance; the closer

the bow-tie is to the tissue, the lower is the radiation efficiency and the

higher is the SAR. It is interesting to observe that the radiation effi-

ciency of the reference antenna is practically the same in the bottom-

and top-located cases at 900 MHz. This is mainly due to the fact that

the chassis is the main radiator at lower frequencies, as discussed ear-

lier.

e) The SAR is very high (clearly exceeding the safety limits) for the bow-

tie structure when the antenna element is close to the head in Case

B. One can also see that when moving the antenna structure 7 mm

upwards in Case A it is possible to decrease the SAR by 30% at 900

MHz and by 60% at 1800 MHz. Hence, the SAR results agree with

the results of the shielded antennas; it is very beneficial for antenna

performance to increase the distance between the radiator and lossy

tissue [12]. The SARs were studied in the bottom-located cases and

are assumed to be a bit higher when the antenna elements are top-

located [VI]. The SAR performance of the bow-tie can be improved by

using an EM shield at the cost of decreased impedance bandwidth (see

Figure 4.4).

Figure 4.4 presents the achievable bandwidth potentials2 of a small

bow-tie element in different antenna positions. It can be observed that

below 1 GHz the bandwidth is very limited regardless of antenna posi-

tion, and frequency tuning is required when implementing balanced an-

tennas for real handsets [II], [6, 7, 10, 20, 69, 145, 190]. This study focuses

on the feasibility of balanced antennas and thus it is assumed than an

2The concept of achievable bandwidth potential is discussed in detail in [30].
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Table 4.3. Effect of the user’s hand or head on matching, radiation efficiency, and SAR at
900 MHz and 1800 MHz. Green and bold values refer to cases with improve-
ment compared to the reference.

900 MHz 1800 MHz

with hand with head with hand with head

Δ fr ηrad SAR ηrad Δ fr ηrad SAR ηrad
Structure (%) (dB) (W/kg) (dB) (%) (dB) (W/kg) (dB)

CCE reference, top -5.8 -3.4 - - -3.6 -4.4 - -
CCE reference, bottom -4.1 -3.2 2.4 -5.2 -1.8 -2.8 1.2 -3.3
bow-tie, case A, top -1.8 -2.8 - - -1.6 -1.7 - -
bow-tie, case A, bottom -3.2 -4.9 2.7 -4.2 -3.6 -3.2 0.9 -2.1
bow-tie, case B, top -1.7 -1.1 - - -1.7 -0.9 - -
bow-tie, case B, bottom -2.3 -4.6 3.9 -8.5 -2.4 -2.8 2.2 -4.1
At 900 MHz SAR values are normalized to 0.25 W input power (+24 dBm power class).
At 1800 MHz SAR values are normalized to 0.125 W input power (+21 dBm power class).
SAR is calculated over 10 g of body tissue.

efficient frequency tuning method is available. Different frequency tun-

ing techniques and implementation challenges of high-Q structures were

discussed earlier in Chapter 2. At higher frequencies (above 2 GHz) the

achievable bandwidth is acceptable, especially without the chassis. The

worst case is obtained when the balanced antenna is located above the

chassis, in which case the achievable bandwidth can be reduced even by

70%.

4.4 Near-field control of handset antennas

The inherent, strong reactive electromagnetic near-fields of the handset

may cause problems for the operation of a hearing-aid device. Strong

near-fields often result in a high SAR, in which case the transmit power

may need to be reduced to comply with the SAR specifications. A typi-

cal handset antenna utilizes the chassis of the handset as a radiator, as

discussed earlier, for example in Section 4.3. Therefore, the chassis has

a substantial effect on the near fields of the handset. The current distri-

bution of the chassis resembles that of a thick dipole [24], and thus the

electric fields at the ends of the chassis are typically strong [see Figures

4.7 (a) and 4.7 (c)]. One method to control the near fields would be to

somehow modify the chassis geometry. One can, for instance, change the

dimensions or shape of the chassis. However, the display of the mobile

device and other design factors set strict restrictions on how to the chas-
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Figure 4.7. Electric field distributions of the CCE reference and the CCE reference with
wavetraps at 1880 MHz. The side views of the structures are presented in
(a)–(b), and the top views are presented in (c)–(d). The field values of the side
view are taken from the center of the handset (see dashed line of side cut).
The field values of the top view are taken at a distance of 15 mm from the
chassis (see dashed line of top cut). In all cases, the input power is normal-
ized to 1 W and impedance mismatch is excluded. The maximum root mean
square of the electric field strength (Max{Erms}) is calculated on each plane.

sis can be modified. Actually, the display behaves as a part of the chassis

[see Figure 2.2 (a)] and thus the chassis cannot be significantly shaped

or patterned. In general, the larger the dimensions of the chassis are,

the lower are the reactive near fields. Thus, handsets with larger dimen-

sions will inherently have better SAR and HAC performance compared to

handsets with smaller dimensions [12]. In addition, the sensitivity of the

hearing-aid device to electromagnetic fields depends on the modulation

technique used. The pulsed RF signals of Time-Division Multiple-Access

(TDMA), such as GSM, are more harmful than those of Code-Division

Multiple-Access (CDMA) where the signal power is spread uniformly over

the bandwidth [170, 186]. In addition, the peak transmission power of,

for example, LTE systems is noticeably lower than in GSM (24 dBm and

33 dBm, respectively). CDMA handsets have therefore inherently better

HAC than GSM handsets.

An effective way of controlling the reactive near fields of the handset

has first been introduced in [191]. The idea is based on the manipula-

tion of the chassis wavemodes with a parasitic radiator or wavetrap. The

wavetrap can cancel a part of the near field, thus decreasing the SAR

and increasing the realized efficiency. The idea was also used in [192],

where the wavetraps were shown to broaden the impedance bandwidth
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Figure 4.8. Electric field distributions of the bow-tie antenna without and with wave-
traps at 1880 MHz. The side views of the structures are presented in (a)–(b),
and the top views are presented in (c)–(d). The field values of the side view
are taken from the center of the handset (see dashed line of side cut). The
field values of the top view are taken at a distance of 15 mm from the chassis
(see dashed line of top cut). In all cases, the input power is normalized to 1
W and impedance mismatch is excluded. The maximum root mean square of
the electric field strength (Max{Erms}) is calculated on each plane.

at higher UHF-frequencies (around 2 GHz). The idea was developed fur-

ther in [VIII], where the wavetraps create a high-impedance condition on

a desired location on the chassis. Thus they modify the chassis wavemode

by manipulating the current distributions of the chassis, and so the elec-

tric and magnetic fields in the end of the chassis opposite to the antenna

element are decreased [see Figures 4.7 (b) and 4.7 (d)] by manipulating

the current distributions of the chassis. As can be seen in Table 4.4, the

wavetraps can decrease the electric and magnetic fields on the HAC plane

[VIII], [170, 193] by up to 75% and 70%, respectively. It is also seen that

the electric field is directed away from the head (from the lower part of the

handset) which enables to decrease the SAR in the head by 23% at 1880

MHz compared to the case without wavetraps [VIII].

The disadvantages of the wavetraps are related to strict requirements

on the length of the wavetrap; it should equal a quarter of the wavelength,

and the resonance is typically rather narrow, as can be seen in Figure

4.9. Moreover, the tissue of the user close to the wavetrap changes the

electric length of the wavetrap, as discussed in Section 3.1. Thus, the

effect of the user has to be taken into account in the design process. Mul-

tiresonant or tunable wavetraps may increase the operational bandwidth

and might improve the operation with the user [194, 195]. In addition,
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Table 4.4. Summary of the simulated peak field values on the HAC plane.

Structure Electric field (V/m) Magnetic field (A/m)

836 MHz 1880 MHz 836 MHz 1880 MHz

reference 551 250 0.67 0.60
reference with wavetraps - 63 - 0.18
bow-tie, case B 73 73 0.29 0.24
bow-tie with wavetraps, case B - 26 - 0.09

HAC specification field (peak) <266.1 <84.1 <0.80 <0.25
limits M3 (AWB = -5 dB)
HAC specification field (peak) <149.6 <47.3 <0.45 <0.14
limits M4 (AWB = -5 dB)
At 836 MHz field values are normalized to 2 W (+33 dBm) input power.
At 1880 MHz field values are normalized to 1 W (+30 dBm) input power.
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Figure 4.9. Effect of the length of the wavetrap on the E- and H-fields on the HAC plane
at 1880 MHz. The best performance is achieved when the length is λ/4.

at the lower UHF frequencies, the wavetrap might be impractically long

or the achieved operational bandwidth would be too narrow (even with

additional impedance tuning) to be used in handsets. Thus the operation

of wavetraps is in practice limited to higher UHF-frequencies above 1.8

GHz. In a real handset, the wavetraps will require special arrangements

in phone mechanics, for instance, cable outputs might not be placeable

under the wavetraps. In addition, the display located close to the wave-

trap might deteriorate the performance of the wavetraps or there might

be additional antennas located on the long side of the chassis, as is done,

for example, in the Nokia Lumia 920 phone. One possible implementa-

tion of wavetraps would be to ground, for example, the display or battery

in such a way that it acts like a wavetrap and creates a high-impedance

condition at a desired location on the chassis [191].

Another way of controlling the reactive near fields is to use isolated an-

tenna structures. The chassis can be fully or partly isolated from the

antenna element depending on the technique used [VII], [186]. Here, the
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focus is on balanced antennas, and the bow-tie antenna discussed in Sec-

tion 4.3 is used as an example of an isolated antenna. As can be seen in

Figures 4.7 and 4.8, the electric field at the open end of the chassis is de-

creased considerably compared to non-isolated antennas (CCE reference).

Moreover, the electric field can be decreased even more at the open end

of the chassis with the help of the wavetraps. This is done at the cost

of increased field values near the antenna element compared to the CCE

reference (see Max{Erms} values in Figures 4.7 and 4.8). By contrast, this

will increase the SAR values as discussed earlier. It is seen in Table 4.4

that the bow-tie antenna can fulfill the tight M3 specification of the HAC

standard even without the wavetraps and it is possible to improve the

HAC performance even further by using the wavetraps to fulfill the more

strict M4 specification [170,193]. Probably the SAR performance can also

be slightly improved with the help of the wavetraps since they can direct

the fields away from the head [see Figures 4.8 (b) and 4.8 (d)], as discussed

earlier.

As a general conclusion, modifying the reactive near fields will change

the field distributions of the antenna structure, as can be seen in Figures

4.7 and 4.8. This can cause increased field values at certain locations,

especially if the radiated power is kept constant, thereby causing other

problems such as increased SAR in the hand. In the case of wavetraps,

the field is directed upwards from the chassis (away from the head), which

makes it possible to improve both HAC and SAR performance at the same

time. In the case of the balanced bow-tie, the chassis is not used as a radi-

ator, meaning that the fields are concentrated near the antenna element.

This will lead to an extremely good HAC performance but on the other

hand the SAR becomes rather high.

4.5 How to design environment insensitive handset antennas?

To conclude the work presented in this thesis, a short summary of the

proposed design guidelines is given. The guidelines can be used to de-

sign small-sized, multiband and efficient handset antennas that are envi-

ronment insensitive. Guidelines have been developed primarily for non-

resonant antennas, but with some limitations, they can be used for other

types of antennas as well.

1) The distance between the user and the antenna element(s) should be
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maximized. Typical use cases with different hand grips have to be

studied. Special attention should be given to the open ends of the an-

tenna geometry, where E-field maxima can occur. In addition, the an-

tenna should be geometrically simple to make it more tolerant of user

originated losses. By using multiple small-sized antennas, the proba-

bility of them all being in close proximity to the user can be decreased.

2) Frequency tuning can be used to decrease the antenna volume and to

compensate for impedance detuning. In order to achieve a wide tuning

range and reasonable tuning circuit losses, the antenna geometry has

to be carefully designed. One way of achieving this is to use a non-

resonant antenna element having a large radiation conductance across

the whole band.

3) Multiple antennas can be used both to decrease the effect of the user

and to increase the data rate. However, as the number of antennas

increase, decreased isolation between the antenna elements need to be

accepted. This is challenging for the isolation between the antennas.

Broadband decoupling techniques are typically very complex and can

decrease the radiation efficiency if located in the vicinity of radiating

structures. One potential method is to use a combination of balanced

and unbalanced antennas (BUB) to achieve a high isolation between

the ports. In addition, the antenna geometry and placement should be

chosen in such a way that the open ends are pointing away from each

other.

4) A wideband and simple handset antenna can be designed by combining

a nonself-resonant CCE, a self-resonant ILA and a simple high-pass

type matching circuit. The CCE should be designed to have a strong

coupling to the lowest-order chassis wavemode, as it is responsible for

the low-band operation. Typically, this means that the element should

maximally utilize the available antenna volume. The high-band oper-

ation is achieved by further modifying the antenna geometry to have a

self-resonant operation.

5) The antenna should be optimally overcoupled to provide wideband im-

pedance response. This ensures that the antenna operates efficiently

also in vicinity of the user.

6) The operation of the chassis can be manipulated by using wavetraps.

This enables, for example, decreasing the SAR, broadening the imped-
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ance bandwidth, and weakening the interference between a hearing-

aid device and the handset. The wavetraps may be formed, for exam-

ple, by grounding a display or battery in an appropriate way.

7) The main antenna or antennas have to be placed at the bottom part

of the device in order to fulfill the SAR and HAC requirements. The

auxiliary antennas that are mainly used for reception, can be placed

more freely. However, the optimal locations for auxiliary antennas are

frequency-dependent and should therefore be chosen carefully.
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5. Summary of publications

[I] Design Strategy for 4G Handset Antennas and a Multiband Hybrid
Antenna

A novel design strategy for multi-standard mobile handset antennas is

presented and verified with experimental results. It is shown that by

using a geometrically simple CCE antenna and by modifying its feeding

strip in a clever way, extremely wideband antenna covering all the LTE-

A bands can be obtained. The results show that the presented antenna

operates with better than 3 dB (50%) efficiency across the frequencies of

698-2900 MHz and 3250-3600 MHz, thus having state-of-the-art perfor-

mance. It is demonstrated how the multi-antenna functionality can be

included within the antenna structure, simultaneously achieving a small

antenna volume.

[II] Multiband Frequency Reconfigurable 4G Handset Antenna with
MIMO Capability

A novel, frequency reconfigurable 4G MIMO handset antenna is presented

and verified with experimental results. Frequency tuning is used to min-

imize the antenna volume and to compensate for the losses caused by

user-originated impedance detuning. Both antenna elements are indepen-

dently frequency reconfigurable and can cover most of the LTE-A bands.

The study compares the losses of CMOS- and MEMS-based digitally tun-

able capacitors (DTC). In addition, a new method is introduced to estimate

the suitability of the antenna geometry for frequency tunable antennas.
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[III] Isolation improvement method for mobile terminal antennas at
lower UHF band

In this paper, a new method to improve the isolation between antenna ele-

ments on a mobile terminal at the 900-MHz frequency band is presented.

The characteristics of dual-antenna systems have been studied by simu-

lations. The purpose is to use a combination of balanced and unbalanced

antenna structures. In addition, the diversity performance is investigated

in three different radio propagation environments. It is shown that the

proposed structures can achieve up to 100 dB port-to-port isolation and

effective diversity gain of 10 dB in an urban propagation environment.

[IV] Mobile terminal antenna performance with the user’s hand:
effect of antenna dimensioning and location

A systematic simulation study on the performance of mobile terminal an-

tennas is made in the vicinity of the user’s hand. The effects of antenna

dimensioning and antenna location on the ground plane of the device are

demonstrated. The studied performance parameters are quality factor,

radiation efficiency, and frequency detuning. Based on the results, ben-

eficial approaches and general guidelines for antenna designs with a re-

duced effect of the user’s hand are given.

[V] Antenna shielding method reducing the interaction between user
and mobile terminal antenna

A new method to decrease the effect of the hand and head on the operation

of mobile terminal antennas at the 900 MHz frequency band is introduced.

The proposed structure consists of two antenna elements. Depending on

the use position, the better-performing antenna element is selected and

the other is acting as a shield.

[VI] Reducing the interaction between user and mobile terminal
antenna based on antenna shielding

In this paper, the idea presented in [V] is verified by measurements. The

obtained results show that the proposed structure can increase the total

efficiency with the hand and head by 5.0 dB and decrease the head SAR
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values by 81% at 900 MHz compared to a traditional single element struc-

ture. At 2000 MHz, the benefits are 2.1 dB and 43%, respectively. The

shielding structure can also be used to significantly decrease the SAR in

the hand.

[VII] Balanced antenna structures of mobile terminals

The feasibility of balanced antenna structures in the mobile terminal en-

vironment has been investigated in terms of bandwidth and radiation

properties. It has also been studied whether the effect of the user’s hand

on frequency detuning and decrease in radiation efficiency could be re-

duced using balanced antenna structures compared to traditional antenna

structures. In addition, emphasis has been put on the SAR and HAC per-

formance of balanced antenna structures.

[VIII] Near-field control of handset antennas based on inverted-top
wavetraps: focus on hearing-aid compatibility

The paper introduces a new way of controlling the near-fields of a handset

antenna by using quarter-wavelength resonators. The local reduction of

the near-fields is especially important for the operation of the hearing-aid

of the user. The reshaping of the near-fields may also enable reduced SAR

values.
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6. Conclusions

This doctoral thesis focuses on handset antennas. The work contributes

to designing antennas for future handsets having a small size, multiband

operation, good environment-insensitivity and well-performing frequency

tuning.

The volume reserved for the handset antennas is very limited. At the

same time the number of frequency bands is increasing and requirements

for reliable high-speed Internet connections are growing. In order to solve

these challenges, new antenna techniques and research are needed. In

this work, it is shown that a part of the hand losses can be avoided by

taking the effect of the hand into consideration during the antenna de-

sign [IV]. Partly based on these results a novel, compact hybrid antenna

is proposed [I]. It combines the advantages of typical self- and non-self-

resonant handset antennas. It is also demonstrated that a simple, almost

optimally overcoupled antenna geometry can result in a very robust an-

tenna in close proximity to the user. To further decrease the volume of

the antenna, an extremely broadband frequency reconfigurable handset

antenna is introduced [II]. The structure consists of frequency tunable

antennas with MIMO capability. Each antenna has 60% smaller area

compared to the already compact hybrid antenna introduced in [I]. It also

outperforms the hybrid antenna in terms of hand losses due to its smaller

antenna area. In addition, frequency tuning is used to compensate the

impedance detuning. Both antennas perform very well compared to their

competitors with respect to antenna volume, bandwidth and efficiency.

The PCB or chassis of the handset is a significant radiator, especially at

the low-band (698–960 MHz). Hence, the user has a substantial effect on

the antenna performance. This thesis presents the first analysis on the

feasibility of balanced antennas for mobile handsets [VII]. The balanced

antennas are not using the chassis on purpose and thus the user effect can
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be reduced. However, an effective frequency tuning method is required or

the operation has to be limited above 2 GHz frequencies. Further research

revealed that a combination of balanced and unbalanced (BUB) antennas

can offer superior properties compared to traditional unbalanced anten-

nas [III].

The handsets should comply with radiation safety limits and simulta-

neously have good radiation properties, for example, low power consump-

tion. This thesis also presents different methods for reducing the elec-

tromagnetic exposure and the interaction between the user and handset.

The shielded handset antenna is shown to significantly improve the SAR

performance in the hand and head [V,VI]. The shielding can decrease the

SAR by 81% compared to a traditional antenna. It is also ahown that the

shielded antenna can improve the radiation efficiency in these cases, and

consequently the link quality and the battery lifetime are improved as

well. Different methods to control the reactive near-fields of the handsets

are studied in [VIII]. It is shown that the quarter-wavelength wavetrap

can be used to modify the chassis wavemodes in such a way that the field

values in the open end of the chassis can be decreased significantly.

This work presents several methods and ideas that can be used when

designing antennas for future handsets. It is also shown that a huge im-

provement of the antenna performance with the user is very challenging

to obtain; one can always have a grip that, for instance, covers the an-

tenna element and severely affects the antenna properties. One solution

is to use frequency tuning in order to achieve a compact antenna volume

and a good robustness against user-originated losses. One way could also

be to invent new methods to excite the chassis wavemodes in such a way

that the impact of the user can be minimized regardless of the hand grip.

Future 5th generation mobile networks (5G) are still under develop-

ment, but it seems that the peak data rate will be in the range of 1–5

Gbit/s. The easiest way to increase the data rate is to use larger chan-

nel bandwidth. However, the frequency spectrum is a limited natural

resource, and thus it is expected that the channel bandwidths will not

significantly expand beyond the current maximum of 100 MHz. The data

rate can also be increased by improving the spectral efficiency, for example

by increasing the number of antennas (even up to 8–10 may be required).

However, this will require a high isolation (>15 dB) between the anten-

nas. This is challenging with traditional antennas since also inherently

unsuitable antenna placements have to be accepted in order to include all
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planar main

antennas

compact auxiliary antennas

balanced antennas

Figure 6.1. Possible scenario for a future 4G/5G handset. The antenna geometries and
locations are only indicative.

the antennas within the handset. In addition, the operating frequencies

used by future 5G mobile networks may go up to the 60 GHz range, where

larger channel bandwidth is allowed. This will cause additional challenge

for antenna designers.

One possible scenario for a future 4G/5G handset is shown in Figure

6.1. In this scenario, the handset features: a) multiple compact auxiliary

antennas located around the handset in order to increase the probabil-

ity that the user’s hand is not covering the antenna and to enhance the

data rate, b) planar and fairly compact main antennas that maximize the

distance between the antenna and the user, c) an effective MEMS-based

frequency tuning technology to enable the use of compact antennas and to

reduce the impedance detuning caused by the user, d) nonself-resonant-

type antennas to achieve a wide frequency tuning range, and e) possibility

to combine balanced and unbalanced-type antennas to obtain an excellent

isolation between the antennas at frequencies above 2 GHz.
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Errata

Publication II

In Section 4.4, p. 241, Table 2, the units for the bandwidths of the main

and aux antennas should be (GHz), not (%).

Publication VIII

In Conclusions, p. 595, ”...GMS1900...” should read ”...GSM1900...”.
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Requirements for mobile handsets are 
constantly increasing: the handset should be 
small in size, new services require higher 
data rates, the battery is supposed to last 
several days, and the handset should 
desirably operate anywhere in the world. 
Besides all these, the handset should have a 
good robustness against environmental 
changes caused for instance by the user's 
hand. How can all of these requirements be 
met? What are the challenges for antenna 
designers? This thesis contributes to 
answering these questions. 
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